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Dallas Indepedent School System RDD&E Research 
Development Dissemination and Evaluation 

Of all the functions of the university-based
educational researcher, none is more important to public school 
activities than the training of professionals to support research 
development dissemination and evaluation (RDD&E) operations The 
researcher's job in training RDD&E personnel for a large school
district can be		 ,gunderstood through the experience andstaffing needs 

of the Dallas Independent School District.Three factors formed the setting of the schoo
of available fiscal resources and (b) the constraint of priority on use
of in district personnel (c) the need for field oriented RDD&E 
personnel In order to deal with the rising need for RDD&E staff
university-based educational researchers are challenged to (a) pursue
the design and implementation of RDD&E training programs heavily
weighted with field-training experiences (b) develop RDD&E training

programs at the undergraduate and master's degree levels, instead of heavily concentrated i
a modular training system especially for inservice personnel If 
large scale RDD&E programs are  developed in the cities with staff at

all levels	of expertisepersonellwith basic skills could be made 
available to smaller districts unlikely to hire personnel with terminal degrees. 
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"Can the University Based Researcher Help Solve City Problems?" 

It is assumed in this paper that although the university based 

researcher mayprovide driect services to school districts one of his 

functions still is or should be, training of personnel in research 

developmentdissemination and/or evaluation hereafter referred to 

aggregately as RDD&E It is further recognized that this assumption may 

not universally applyto university 

some of them at all However, even with these considerations, 

it is still assumed that taking the term"the university based educational 

researcher" generically encompasses the majority of cases either a pre

dominant or subordinate function of training personnel in RDD&E functions. This paper 

then is directed to those aspects of the work of the 

university based educational researcher's job involvingthe training of 

personnel in RDD&E functions as they would seem to be relevant to one 

large school district's personnel needs in the near past present and near 

future That district is the Dallas Independent School District which 

serves the eighth largest city in the nation of stands in about the mid

range of the twentyor thirty largest school districts in the nation 
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It is proposed by thus concentrating on the personnel needs of such

a large city district as Dallas that a few somewhat representative needs 

RDD&E activities as a full departmental operation areonly in the 

second yearin Dallas. The staffing for these activities has grown in a 

two year period from two or three professionals to approximately sixty 

professionals This represents a majorstaffing effort in so shorta 

periodof time. It is out of that staffing experience and the staffing 

needs being faced in the near future in a still growing operation that 

the following considerations or challenges if you will are presented 

to theuniversity based educa researcher in his training functions.

Three major factorscombine to form the realistic setting for such a 

taffing effort the constraint of available fiscal resourcesthe con

straint of priority on useof in district personnel and the need for 

field oriented RDD&Epersonnel. Insofaras these threemajor factors are 

characteristic of staffingneeds in other districts the follow ing 

suggestions maybe generalizable to the staffing needs of other districts. 

First, it is proposed that university based educational researchers 

vigorously pursue the design and implementationof RDD&E training programs 

that are heavily weightedwith field trainingexperiences This is not to 

say that some few training programs are not already giving considerable 

attention in this direction but it is to suggest that such emphasis should 

be more universally characteristic of RDD&E trainingprogram

In trying to staff up a new department in Dallas it has appeared thatthat

too many of the people available for the position openings we have had 
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in the same person would be very helpful 

indeed. Another major suggestion or challenge to the university based educational researher is that RDD

It is my contention in offering this challenge that if numerous other applied professional fields such as teac
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 are needed in the same person and in

ter's degree levels, instead of concentrated so heavily in the terminal degree programs. This is not to say that terminal degree programs are not needed, but budget constraints will not allow all or even the majority of RDD&E positions to be staffed with doctoral level personnel. 

and so forth can professionally train personnel in undergraduate 

curricula that at least a serious attempt should be made to do so in RDD&E train  personnel with basic RDD&E skills to school districts would be greatly increased. Second, the cost of the basic skills would be less prohibitive to school districts than use of terminal degree profesionals alone. 

Third, young people would be professionally qualified to launch into a specialized, lifetime pursuit in educational research, devel
-

ee  and RDD&E programs. - - These seeming advantages are opment, dissemination and evaluation much earlier in their higher education. Fourth, such a program would allow more depth in training and experience to be built into master's programs



not exhaustive, but they are some of which have come to mind out of our experience .Admittedly at
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eTc that are worthy of testing. Functionally, I know that such 
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be disregarded as far as the experiences from which I am speaking are con-

cerned. An initial approach could be a double major in the behavioral or social scienc
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It is suggested that such a program include at lea

A large city district which is attempting to move on a large scale into RDD&E activities needs to give serious con
- -

the need for such retraining and updating. If the modules could be developed and empirically tested by the university based educational respackages be developed 

which take a systems approach to training needs. It is further suggested 

that such training systems could be more efficiently developed and refined by the university base

 requirements could 

s the field oriented experiences in teacher certification prorgrams. Another broad area of help from the university based educational researcher in RDD&E training activities could be the development of modular training systems, especially for in service training of personnel. 

personnel ranging from classroom teacher level through many of the administrative levels. The functional constraint of using as many on board district personnel as possible in RDD&E activities further accentuates 

pment for RDD&E activities. It issuggested that modular training



useful such training systems would probably need to be systematically 

developed around detailedanalyses of training needs, entry and exit skills 

required diagnostic tools for determining these levels of performance 

and empirical data as to their relative success in field testing. 

If such RDD&E personnel training programs and materials as herein 

described were available to a large city district it wouldallow the 

district more realistically to implementa basic strategy which we are 

attempting to implement in Dallas that is to employ a basicteam of 

RDD&E personnel with termimaldegrees and/or extensive RDD&E experience backed 

up in the central office area staffs and special projects by a 

larger numberof support personnel trained at the bachelor's and master's 

degreelevels. Such programs would also make RDD&E personnel withbasic

skills available to manysmaller distrticts which would not likely hire 

personnel with terminal degrees. 

Of all of the functions of the university based educational researcher, 

none is more important to public school activities than the training of 

professionals to support RDD&Eoperations Hopefully the suggestions 

growing outof one large district's recent experience may stimulate further 

efforts to improve this basic function 




